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What You’ll Need

My every day - go to list - for perforating

Tools of choice
1-needle fine perforating tool PER-TO-70035-XX
2-needle fine perforating tool PER-TO-70037-XX
0.5mm ball tool PER-TO-70009-XX
1mm ball tool PER-TO-70011-XX
1.5mm ball tool PER-TO-70004-XX
3mm ball tool PER-TO-70005-XX
A4 Picot Foam GRO-AC-40625-XX
A4 Translucent Perforating mat GRO-AC-40307-A4
Pergamano Excellent Embossing mat PER-AC-70075-XX

One of the following for snipping
Pergamano Exclusive Pointed Scissors PER-TO-70040-XX
Perga Cutter Curved PER-TO-70042-XX
Ringlock Scissors PER-TO-70041-XX

Linda’s List for Perforating

Additional Tools and Equipment for this Project

Accessories
Groovi Guard GRO-AC-40345-XX
Groovi Sticker tabs GRO-AC-40437-XX
Pergamano Ruler PER-AC-70278-XX
Pergamano White pencil
Parchment paper
Piece of card to work on
Tumble dryer sheet
A good source of light and a good magnifier

- Get your basic kit together, Linda’s Every day - go to list - for perforating (see below), is the place to 
start.
- Print the pattern (pages 2) It’s always a good idea to print two whilst the printer is running!

-  Drop Perforating Tool PER-TO-70345-XX (this tool 
is also in the Pergamano Multi-needle Tools – Latest 
Additions set, PER-TO-70349-XX, great value with all 
the tools Linda will be using over the next few weeks)

-  Linda’s Baby Necessities A5 Square Groovi Plate 
GRO-CN-41162-03
-  Linda’s Cosmos & Lace A5 Square Groovi Plate 
GRO-FL-40923-03
-  Nested Scallops Squares Extension A4 Square 
Groovi Plate GRO-WO-41168-15
-  Alphabet & Numbers A4 Square Groovi Plate Mate 
GRO-WO-40875-21
-  Alphabet A5 Square Groovi Plate Mate 
GRO-MA-40002-07
-  Entwined Sentiments A5 Square Groovi Plate 
GRO-WO-41437-03

-  4.5mm Ball Tool PER-TO-70015-XX 
-  A5 Light Ivory parchment
-  A5 Powder Blue parchment
-  Papers from Great Lakes Designer Paper Pack 
8” X 8” ACC-CA-30851-88
-  Eraser Pencil - Single Ended – White 
ACC-PE-30670-XX
-  Pergamano brads and glue
-  Ribbon for decoration
-  Dark blue card for mounting
-  Blade or scissors
-  Ruler
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This card is made out of two layers, a base layer of powder blue and a topper of light 
ivory. Only the areas within the drops and the flowers are embossed. The change in 
colour for the Cosmos is achieved by removing the colour from the back of the light ivory 
to let the blue show through, ideal if you are not yet confident with embossing larger 
areas. The flowers in the band are white embossed to match the drop border.

Base Blue layer Ivory top layer
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Attach the blue parchment to the Nested Scallops plate with the dark/
shiny side up.  Rub over with a tumble dryer sheet. Using the 1.5mm 

tool, lightly emboss the inner square from the 5th set of scallops (counting in from the 
outside) or emboss a square of 13.5cm. Do not add the scallops at this stage, as they are 
on the outer square.

Step 1
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Remove blue parchment. Using Linda’s Baby Necessities A5 Square Groovi 
Plate, working on the back, line up the bottom edge of your embossed 

square with the top of the flower border on the Baby Necessities plate and add flower 
band, embossing lightly. The square 
on Baby Necessities plate is slightly 
smaller than your square, so remove 
and replace the parchment to extend 
the flower band to the edge. This size 
square is used to make sure the lace 
edges align nicely. Use a 1mm tool to 
emboss the bottom row of the fancy 
edge – do not emboss the heart.

Step 2

Working on the back of the blue parchment with the Nested Scallops 
plate, with the 1mm tool, line up the edges of your square and emboss a 

row of scallops and dots across the top and sides, stopping before the flower band on 
the side.

Step 3
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On the back of the blue 
parchment use the 1mm tool 

to emboss the 5 in a circle design (found 
within the ribbon border on the Baby 
Necessities plate) within the scallops. 

Step 4

On the front of the blue parchment, use the single needle tool fine to 
perforate the dots around the scallops and the dot in the centre of the 5 

in a circle in the scallops.

On the front of the blue parchment, use the two needle fine perforating 
tool around the edges without scallops. Using the scissors of your choice, 

picot cut around entire edge.

On the back (darker/shiny side) of the light ivory parchment repeat step 2 
above, BUT, use only a 1mm tool and emboss the smaller patterned edge 

at the bottom and include the heart.

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7
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Attach the ivory parchment (right side up) to the printed paper drop 
border pattern, centralising within your square. Make sure you have 

clear line of sight then perforate shallowly through the ivory parchment and the paper 
pattern. (I found it best to be looking at the curve of the tool, locating the tool using the 
single needle at the front and then checking that all the needles on the curve were in 
the right place before perforating, but use the practice line on Linda’s sheet to get your 
eye in and see what works for you!) Still with the ivory parchment on the paper pattern, 
move on to a hard surface and use a white pencil to trace the curves.

Move the parchment and position to shallow perforate the three drops in 
the bottom panel.

Step 8

Step 9
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Position the ivory topper on the Cosmos plate and on the back, emboss 
using the 1mm tool. Remember if you want the flower to be on the right 

on the front of the card, as you are working on the back, you will need to position the 
flower to the left of the square. Add sentiment using the Entwined Sentiments plate and 
a 1mm tool.

Working on the back of the ivory use a 1mm tool emboss the curves 
between the drops. The scallop from the nested squares will join drop to 

drop, but you will need it move it along to be best fit. Use .5mm tool to draw the lines in 
the 4 sets of 3 drops in the fancy border at the bottom.

On the back of the ivory parchment, use an ink eraser to remove the 
colour from behind the flower.

Emboss the drops. See Linda’s instructions on embossing within the drop 
in TOOL FOCUS #3  (steps 3 through 5)

Emboss the flowers in the band, starting with a 4.5mm tool, then adding 
layers with smaller tools after letting the parchment rest.

Step 10

Step 11

Step 12

Step 13

Step 14
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Use the single needle fine to re-perforate fully the holes around the drop 
tool work and within the hearts.

Use 2 needle fine to perforate around the fancy edge. The other edges of 
the ivory topper on the sample were cut with a knife, but could be picot 

cut if that is your fancy. Cut centre from hearts.

Use brads to secure through both layers of parchment and designer paper. 
Mount onto dark blue card and attach ribbons. 

Step 15

Step 16

Step 17

We hope you enjoy working this project. Please do post your lovely creations on 
FaceBook for us all to enjoy.    www.facebook.com/Pergamano.Official

Linda Williams and Lynne Jackson (Team Linda!)


